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AbstractStatistic is one of the branches of applied mathematical science developed by KarlPearson (1857-1936). Applied statistic is the study of the application of statistical use.Many students think that applied statistic course are difficult, which can only masteredby smart students. Even the students’ anxiety arises every time they are dealing withthe applied statistic course. This anxiety due to the acquisition of applied statistic valueis generally lower compared to the acquisition of the other course’s value, it is seenthat many students who have not been able to solve the problem related to the analysisof one-way varience (One-Way Anova). This research is done to identify, recognize,analyze, then got a result of research about students’ difficulties in solving the problemof one-way variance analysis. Specifically the purpose of this study is to determine thedifficulties that experienced by the students of mathematics education ofsembilanbelas November University, Kolaka, in solving the problem of analysis of one-way variance inapplied statistic course, as well as the efforts that can be done toovercome these difficulties. To realize it in this research, the researcher use verifikatifqualitative design to describe the actual situation and verify it, this research tries todescribe the actual requirement for the learners of mathematics which of coursethrough the requirement analysis process then verified in order to find an ideallearning design. This research will be conducted in scientific procedures in theacademic realm. This research will be carried out at Sembilanbelas NovemberUniversity, kolaka, with active students of Teachers and Education Faculty onmathematics, alumni, and lecturer of Teacher and Education Faculty on mathematicsstudy program will be chosen as informant with purposive sampling technique. In-depth interview, unstructured observation, and dokumen analysis will be pplied as thetechnique of data collection in this research, while the instruments to be used in thedata collection are semi-structured interview guides, observation sheets, anddocuments. In analyzing the data, the researcher uses content-analysis thatsystematically and objectively identifies a specific message characteristic. From theresults obtained, that there are three types of mistakes made by the students, such as,there are ten students who make a conceptical mistake that is equal to 29,41%, twentytwo students or equal to 64,71% who make a mistake in principle, while those whomake verbal errors as much as nineteen students or equal to 55,88%.
Kata Kunci: The results of apllied statistical studies, analysis difficulty, one way anova,teacher and education faculty of mathematics.
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A. IntroductionStatistics play an important role in research, both in modeling, formulation of hypotheses, in thedevelopment of tools and instruments of data collection, preparation of research design, todetermine the samples, and also in the data analysis. In many cases, the processing and dataanalysis does not separate from the application of certain statistical techniques and methods,whose presence can provide a basis for explaining the relationship. Statistics can be used as atool to determine whether the causality relationship between two or more variables is correctlycorrelated in an empirical causality or the relationship is only a random or accidental. Statisticshave provided some simple techniques in classifying data and in presenting data more easily, sothat, the data can be understood more easily. Statistics have been able to present a measure thatcan either populate the population or declare the variation and provide a better picture of thecentral tendency of the variable.Mastery of concepts in statistics, especially in the field of university level is depent on themastery of the mathematical statistics I and mathematical statistics II concept that owned bystudents in the previous semester. Generally, the concepts of applied statistics is no differentfrom the concept of mathematical statistics I and mathematical statistics II, but the concepts ofapplied statistics  that are in the upper semester more expanded and deepened to suit thecurriculum development and tailored to the students’ ability. Therefore, so that students caneasily master the aapplied statistical material, then, the basic material that is in the subject ofmathematical statistics I and mathematical statistics II must be fully mastered. But on thecontrary, if the mastery of mathematical statistics I and mathematical statistics II is neglected,then the students will experience many difficulties on the mastery of applied statistics materialswill even affects the score of mathematical teaching research and also impact on the weakanalysis that will be used in research thesis. The fundamental mistakes experienced by astudent while studying at university will be difficult to fixed and affect hiss intellectualdevelopment in the future because it is no longer faced with the learning situation but has benvery faced with the process of applying science in society and in the world of work. Therefore, ifthere is a mistake on the concept in students, then the concept will be brought on and surely it isdifficult to changedSuch circumstances are also experienced by the mathematic education students ofSembilanBelas November University, Kolaka. This is known through the pre-observation thatmade at the university by conducting an interview to the lecturer of the applied statisticssubject on the mathematics study program of Sembilanbelas November University, Kolaka.From this pre-observation obtained information that there are still many students who havedifficulty in solving problems related to parametric statistic, so the score of most students arestill very low. One of the problems is the difficulty in solving the questions related to the One-Way analysis of variance. Based on the description above, the writer intends to conduct aresearch about the Analysis of College Students’ Difficulties in Mathematics Education of the Class
2013 in Sembilanbelas November University on Solving the Problem of One-Way Analysis of
Variance (One Way Anova) in Applied Statistics Courses. With hope, after the research is done, itcan be determined some appropriate steps to overcome these difficulties.
B. Literature Review
Understanding of LearningBased on Hudojo (1988:1) said that learning is a process done by individuals to obtain behaviorchanges that apply in a relatively long term and accompanied by the individual who from notable to do something to be able to do it. Activities and efforts to achieve behavioral change is alearning process, whereas, behavioral change itself is the result of learning.
Student Difficulties in Studying Applied StatisticGeneraly, difficulti can be interpreted as a condition in the learning process that recognized bythe presence of certain barriers or problems to understand the characteristics of mathematics.Without the characteristics understanding of math, surely, the students will find out a lot ofdifficulties in order to solving the questions related to One-Way Analysis of Variance (One-wayAnova). In the process of learning, one is not always as fluent as what is expected, as well as theprocess of math learning, students often experience or find out some difficulties or obstacles inorder to achieve the learning objectives.
68 JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017Refers to some point of view on learning is often found that the difficulties of learning bothinternally and externally can be studied from the dimension of lecturers and studentsdimension, while studied from its stages, learning difficulties can accur at the Pre-learning, themain learning process, and post-learning (kadir, 2015:15).From the student dimension, learning difficulties that may arise before the learning activitiescan be related to the students characteristic, wheter regard to interests, skills, and experiences.During the learning process, difficulties are often related to attitudes toward learning,motivation, concentration, messages learning processing, re-digging the message beneath.(Kadir, 2015:16).While from the lecturers dimension, the learning difficulties can occur before the learningactivities, during the learning process, and evaluation of the learning outcomes. Before thelearning process, learning difficulties are often related with othe learning organize. In the otherhand, during the learning processs, learning difficulties are often concerned with teachingmaterials and learning resources. Whereas aafter the learning process, the learning difficultiesthat faced by lecturers mostly related to the evaluation of learning outcomes (Suherman,2013:85).Cooney (in Galu, 2001:9) said that the students difficulty in learning the applied statistic can beclassified into three types, such as: (1) the problems in learning the concept, (2) the problem toapplied the principle, and (3) the difficulty in solving the verbal issue
The Students’ Difficulties In Understanding the ConceptExample:A researcher wants to know about the influence of teaching method to the mathlearning achievement. The teaching methods are devided into four, such as: Speech Method (A1),Discussion (A2), Task Method (A3), and Mix Method (A4).
 Research Hypothesis:
 H0: There is no significant difference in mathematics learning achievement between thestudents who follow the Speech Method Learning, Discussion Method, Task-Giving Mehod,and Mix Method Learning.H1: There is a significant difference in mathematics learning achievement between thestudents who follow the Speech Method Learning, Discussion Method, Task-Giving Method,and Mix Method.
 Statistical hypothesis:H0: µ1= µ2 = µ3= µ4H1 : µ1 >µ2 >µ3 >µ4If the students answer as the explaination above, it means that the student makes a conceptualmistake, because the student does not know that the hypothesis testing in one way analysis ofvariance use the Fisher Statistical Test, where this test aims to find out whether the fourmethods aare have influence or not, so the suitable statistical hypothesis to use is the TwoTailed Statistical Hypothesis Test, whereas the form of this statistic is :H0: µ1= µ2 = µ3= µ4H1 : µ1 ≠µ2 ≠µ3 ≠µ4
The Students’ Difficulties In Applying the PrincipleThe student who does not understand about the principle will facing some difficultiess in orderto applying the principle. This iss recognized by the presence of: (1).The students’ inability todetermine the suitable formula which is used to solving the problems in statistic, (2). Thestudent knows the formula of one way analysis of variance, but the students cannot apply it tosolve the problems in mathematics. Example of students’ difficulties in understanding andapplying the principle:
Table 3.2. The Students’ Mathematic Data Outcomes of SMAN 1 Kolaka in XI IPA
(A1) (A2) (A3) (A4) Total32404
56574
58777
891098
JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017 69n1 = 5∑X1 = 13∑X12= 45 n2 = 5∑X2 = 27∑X22= 151 n3 = 5∑X3 = 34∑X32= 236 n4 = 5∑X4 = 44∑ X42= 390 N = 20∑Xtot = 118∑Xtot2= 822
X 1 = 2,6 X 2 = 5,4 X 3 = 6,8 X 4 = 8,8 X tot= 5,9
Put into this following formula:Calculation:
JKantarA=    NXnX totA A 22   
=          NXnXnXnXnX totA AA AA AA A 24 243 232 221 21  
= 544534527513 2222  - 8,101201182 
JKtot =∑ Xtot2 = 822 20118 2 = 125,8JKdal = JKtot─ JKantar = 125,8 – 101,8 = 24
Atau JK dal:   24544534527513822 222222   AAtot nXXdbA = a-1 = 4-1 = 3RJKantar = JKantar : dbantar = 101,8 : 3 = 33,93.db dalam = N – a = 20-4 = 16RJKdal= JKdal : dbdal = 24:16 = 1,5Fhitung = RJKantar : RJKdal =  33,93 : 1,5 = 22,66  Look up to table F
Tabel 3.3. Summary Table of Variance Analysis to Test the Hypothesis of Four GroupsVariationsources JK Db RJK Fh Ftab Decision5 % 1%antar A 101,8 3 33,93 22,62 3,24 5,29 SignifikanDalam 24 16 1,5 -- -- -- --Total 125,8 19 -- -- -- -- --If the students answer as above, it means that the students categorized make a principleunderstanding mistake. Because of:1. The first step to solve the steps in one way analysis of variance should be finding the totalquadratic value and then finding the sum quadratic value between variants.2. Most of students cannot distinguish the definition of a value and n value3. Most of students cannot find the F table value, even though the formula to determine the Ftable is already understood. This is seen from the outcomes of mid-semester in appliedstatistic course for the 6th semester on academic year 2014/2015 that conducted by theapplied statistic lecturer.
Students Difficulties In Solving the Verbal ProblemIf the cost F significant, followed by simple effect test between cell using the t-Scheffe formula asfollow.
For  n1 = n2 : nRJK
XX
t
dal*2
21  , where the  db t = db intern
For  n1≠ n2:  

21
21
11
nn
RJK
XX
t
dal , where the  db t = db intern
 
N
X tot
2
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5
5,12
0,46,2 
x
t  significant
t1-3: 422,5
5
5,12
8,66,2 
x
t  significant
t1-4: 004,8
5
5,12
8,86,2 
x
t  significant
t2-3: 807,1
5
5,12
8,64 
x
t  non significant
t2-4: 389,4
5
5,12
8,84 
x
t  significant
t3-4: 582,2
5
5,12
8,88,6 
x
t  signiicant
If the student replied as above, then categorized student to make mistake in verbal problembecause student:1. Analysis after anova or post Anova (post hoc) is done if the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejectedmeans the value of F arithmetic> F table, but most students still can not do post hoc testbecause this is related to type II error No.3.2. Most students do not know how to position multiple comparisons statistics well. Kadir(2015: 65)
Factors That Influence the Students’ Difficulties In LearningThe incidence of students difficulties and mistakes in order to leaarning the applied statisticcourse is influenced by several faactors, ssuch as: (1). Pssychological factors, basicaly, factorsthat caused by the students’ physical condition. (2). Intellectual factors are factor that causedbecause of the material that taught by the teachers is exceed the potential level of students’ability. (3). Pendagogical factors are are a factor that caused by the lack of qualified teacher inchoosing the materials and methods. (4). Facilities and infrastructure are factors caused byinadequate facilities and infrastructure.
a) Statistic DefinitionStatistic have been used to states some facts, generally in numbers that ordered into a table ordiagram, that describe a problem. A statistic that describes about something usually namedindenticaly with the matter of concerned. For example, population statistic, birth statistic,educational statistic, agricultural statistic, production statistic, health staatistic, and much more.Statistic is a knowledge that relate to the way of fact collection, the processssing and also how toanalyze it, drawing conclusion as well as the reasonable decision maker bassed on the fact andanalysis.
b) The Definition of Applied StatisticApplied statistic is: An analysis tool in Numerical Description form to describe every obtaineddata from the population and sample, and then to be approximate, forcasting, decision making,and others (Qodratullah, 2014:5).In the process, applied statistic is emphasis on how to process the data using SPSS, STATA, andother data processing software, in applied statistic which is usually done by a researcher or abusinessman is using the SPSS. Statical Product and Service Solutions (SPSS) itself is a statisticcomputer program that capable to quickly and precisely process the statistic data becomevarious output as desired.
JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017 71Next, to know the statistic element itself, in its application known by two approaches, such as:Descriptive Statistic and Inferential Statistic.1. Descriptive Statistic is a statistic that is used to describe or to analyze a research result, butit is not designed to make an extend conclusion (generalitation/inferention), a research thatdoes not use a sample, the analysis will use a descriptive statistic. As well as a research thatusing a sample which is the researcher won’t make a conclusion about where is the samplecame from, then the statistic that should be used is Descriptive Statistic.2. Inferential Statistic is a statistic that is used to analyze the data sample and the result will begeneralized for the population which is the sample came from. There are two kinds ofInferential Statistic, namely Parametric Statistic and Non-Paaremetric. Parametric statisticmainly used to analyze the data interval or ratio, which is taken from the population withnormal distribution. In the other side, Non-Parametric mainly used to analyze the nominaland ordinal data from the free-distributed population.In a research, the data can devided into: qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative datais data in sentence form, words or pictures. Meanwhile, quantitative data is a data in numericalform or numerized qualitative data (scoring). Quantitavie data can devided into two main point,namely, discrete data and continuum data. Discrete data is a data that obtained from thecounting result or numbering (not measuring). This kind of data is also called nominal data.Nominal data is usually obtained from the explorative or survey research. Continuum data is adata that obtained from the result of measurement. Continuum data can be devided into three,such as: Ordinal (tiered or ranking data), Interval (a data that have the same distance, but do nothave absolute zero value (absolute)) and Ratio (a data that have the same distance and have aabsolute zero value).
c) Analisis Varian (ANOVA)Anova (Analysis of variances) is used to do a multivariable comparability analyze. The techniqueof comparative analysis is using “t” test which is finding the significant difference of two meanand effective if only it has two variable. To overcome this issue, there is a better comparativeanalysis technique namely Analysis of Variances, shortly ANOVA. Anova is used to compares theaverage of population, not the population variety. The type of data that is suitable for Anova isthe nominal and ordinal on the free variable, if data in the free variable is in interval or ratioform, it must be changed into ordinal and nominal. While the bound variable is the interval orratio data. Gunawan (2013: 32)Here are the basic asssumsion that must be fulfilled in analysis of variances:1. NormalityThe data distribution must be normal, so that the normal distributed data can be reached byincreasing the number of sample in groups.2.    Similarity of varianceEach group should come from the same population as the same variance. If the number ofsamples is the same in each group, then the similarity of the variance can be ignored. But if thenumber of sample in each group are not the same, then the similarity of population variance isnecesssary3.    Free observationThe samples should be taken randomly, so that every observation is a free information.Anova is more aaccurate to a number of same samples in each group, for example, each groupvariable, the number of sample is 250 peopleAnova can be classified into several criteria, such as:1. One way classification (One Way ANOVA)One way classification Anova is ANOVA that based on one criteria observation or one factorthat caused a variances.2. Two way classification (Two Way ANOVA)Twwo way claasssification is ANOVA that based on two criteria observations or two factorsthat caused a variance.3. Many ways calssification (MANOVA)Many ways classification is ANOVA that based on many criteria observation.
d) One Way Analysis of Variances (One Way Anova).1. Definition of One Way Analysis of Variances(One Way Anova)
72 JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017One way anova is used if only the analyze matter is consists of one dependent variable and oneindependent variable. The interaction of a sharedness between factors in influencing theindependent variable, by itself has been eliminated. If there is an interaction means the effect ofone factor on the dependent variable has a line that is not parallel to the effect of other factorson the dependent parallel variable, then there is no interaction between the factors.2. One Way Analysis of Variances Steps (One Way Anova)Gunawan (2013: 34) states the steps in hypothesis testing in one way analysis of variancesssuch as:(1) Calculating the sum of total quadrate (JKtot):
JKtot =∑ Xtot2(2) Calculate the sum of quadrate amongst groups (JKantar):
JKantar =    NXnX totA A 22   (3) Calculate the sum of quadrate in groups (JKdal):JKdal = JKtot─ JKantar(4) Calculate the Mean  (the average number of quadrate) amongst groups
(RJKantar):RJKantar = 1aJKantar  a = jumlah kelompok(5) Calculate the average number of quadrate in group (RJKdal)
RJKdal= aNJKdal  N = number of all samples(6) Calculate cost Fhitung with following formula:
dalam
antar
RJK
RJK(7) consult on table F with db numerator (a-1) and db denominator  (N-a)(8) Decision rule : if Fcount is bigger than F table at the certain significant level(Example: ts 5%or 1%), then Ha is accepted and H0 is denied.(9) Make decision, whether there is significant difference or not(10) Make a summary table of variances analysis  for hypothesis testing on K sample
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RJK ….Dalam(error) JKdal = JKtot─ JKantar N-a aNJK dal -- --Total ∑ Xtot2 N-1 -- -- --3. Multiple Comparisons Statistic( Posthoc test)Post anova analysis (post hoc) is done if the zero hypothesis (Ho) is denied. The function of postanova analysis is to find out which group is different. This is indicated by F count that shows adifference.  If the F count shows no difference, of course the post anova analysis is unnecessaryto do.  There are some analysis techniques that can be used to do a post anova analysis, namely,Tuke’s HSD, Bonferroni, Sidak, Scheffe, Duncan, and others.If cost F significant, followed by simple effect test between cell with this following t-Scheffeformula.For n1 = n2 :
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C. Methodology
Time and Place of ResearchThis research will conducted for 10 months, from January 2017 until October 2017 at Kolaka,Southeast Sulawesi, in University of SembilanBelas November Kolaka on Teacher and EducationFaculty in class B cademic year 2015/2016 at the 6th semester that consist of 45 students.
Type of ResearchThis research uses a qualitative approach with qualitative verifikatif design. This design comesfrom a paradigm of qualitative approach which is a purely qualitative research design, althoughthe theory is still loose. Thus, this design is more of a pure qualitatively than a qualitativedescriptive design. A qualitative verifikatif research design is a concept that seeks to find outwhat is the meaning behind a phenomenon and then verify it to prove the cause of thephenomenon itself. Related to this research plan, the verifikatif design is intended to describethe real fact at the field and then verified to prove the cause of real fact of the data that happensin the field.
Data and Data SourceThe data in this research are primary and secondary data. Primary data, that is the data oflearning result in applied statistic course which obtained by mathematics student especiallyspecified in class 2013, conducted by the researcher. In addition, secondary data are datadocumentation and data support that can be obtained through references or literature.
Technique of Data CollectionTechnique of data collection is the most strategic step in the research, because the main goal onevery research is to get the data as the result (Sugiyono, 2009:224). To collect the data in thisresearch is done by these following stages:1. ObservationObservation is done with the aim that researcher can observe directly the teaching and learningprocess of applied statistic course in class B of mathematics students on the 7th semester class of2013, SembilanBelas November University Kolaka. Where in the learning process the materialtaught is the material which is related to the One-Way Analysis of Variance (One Way Anova).2. TestThe test is done to obtain data about the basic difficulties that experienced by students insolving the One-Way Analysis of Variance (One-Way ANOVA) question in parametric statistics,as well as to determine some students who can be used by the researcher as the researchsubject. The problem is identified by the mistakes that students did in answering the questionabout One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) given by the researcher.3. InterviewInterview is conducted to students and lecturer. The interview with students is conducted inorder to find out more about the difficulties that experienced by students in solving the questionof One-Way Analysis of Variance (One Way Anova). While, interview to the lecturer is conductedto determine what factors that causing the students have difficulties in solving the questionabout One-Way Analysis of Variance (One-Way Anova) and what efforts that made by thelecturer in order to overcome these difficulties.
Instrument of Data CollectionIn this research, the main instrument or the main research tool is the researcher itself. As wellas qualitative research characteristics, that the researcher becomes the key instrument in theprocess of collecting data research (Sugiyono, 2009:222). Besides that, in this research also useda complementary instrument, that is applied statistic test in question form relating to One-WayAnalysis of Variance material in parametric statistics, it aims to explore more earlier about thedifficulties that experienced by the students in finishing the question matter of variance analysisin parametric statistic.
Technique of Data AnalysisThe data analysis that used in this research is descriptive analysis; it means that all of researchresults are described. The data analysis in this research is preceded by data reduction, then the
74 JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017data presentation and the last it drawing a conclusion based on the result of data analysis. Theabove three processes can be seen from the following description:a. Data reduction, activities that refer to the process of transforming a written raw data in thedata field, selecting data, and simplifying the data and divided the data into group.b. Data presentation, is a complete data along its analysis which is includes analysis ofobservation result and analysis of the result of direct interview that is considered in theconclusion.c. The conclusion of data analysis, it is about the difficulties, some factors that make thestudents have some difficulties and what is the teacher should do to overcome the students’difficulties in solving the question about One-Way Analysis of Variance (one way anova).
D. Finding and Discussion
1. FindingIn this section will be presssented the data analysis that includesss: analysis of observationresults, analysis of test results assessment, analysis of students’ interview result, and theanalysis of lecturer’s interview result.
Analysis of Observation ResultObservation iss done during the subject matter about One-ay Analyssiss of Variance in theapplied statistics course that taught by lecturer in the classroom in order to see directly theprocess of applied statistics learning, which is became the target of research. It is intended toknow the activities of students in the teaching andlearning process until it ends. In addition,through the observation it can be seen some steps and methods used by lecturer in presenting amatter of One-Way nalyssis of Variance in the subject of applied statistic.In the observation process, the researcher found that the lecturer doess not convey the goal thatmust be achieved in the learning process, aas we know that by conveying the goals at thebeginning of the learning process will make the students understand about what things thatthey have to focus on. Giving motivation during teaching aand learning is aalso very importantto do by lecturer, because the students who have high motivation in learning the One-wayAnalyssis of Variaance can struggle to learn the material. In this observation it is seen that thelecturer does not attempt to gives some motivations to the students about the importance ofstudying the One-Way Analysis of Variance (One-Way Anova) in applied statistics course, sothat there are many of passive students in the teaching and learning process. Besides of that,some of students cannot focus and give their attention to the material that being taught. Itseems that almost none of students are responding the question that asked by lecturer. Inaaddition, the student are also does not ready to work on the question that given by the lecturerand they only wait for the answer and explaination from the lecturer.The distribution of problem example in the learning process is very important to do, because itwill helps the students to more deeply understand about concept, principle, and operationwhich is used in solving one way analysis of variances (one way anova) problem. In thisresearch found that the lecturer is not careful in giving the problem example.Based on the researcher observation, it can be concluded that most of students do not have anapplied statistic handbook, they just count on the note takes during the lecturer explain thematerial. So, in order to learn at home, the student does not have a reference or others. In caseof closing the lectures, it indicates that the lecturer doess not summarize the material that havbeen taught, even though based on the researcher opinion, summarizing the lectures material isvery important, so that the students can really understand the material.
Analysis of Test ResultsThe analyzed test is the test from task that wrongly done by many students. There is only oneitem that consist of several steps contained in the assessment test. Here is the analysis of theresult of assessment test for item that wrongly done by the most of students.
ItemA researcher wants to find out the influence of learning method to the mathematics learningachievement. The learning method clessified into four, which is: Inquiry Learning Method (A1),
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Students answer 01
 Research hypothesis :H0: There is no difference on mathematics learning achievement between the student whofollow the Inquiry Learning Method (A1), Discovery Learning Method (A2), Problem BasedLearning Method (A3), and  Group Investigation Learning Method (A4).H1: There is a difference on mathematics learning achievement between the student who followthe Inquiry Learning Method (A1), Discovery Learning Method (A2), Problem Based LearningMethod (A3), and  Group Investigation Learning Method (A4).
 Statistical hypothesis:H0: µ1= µ2 = µ3= µ4H1 : µ1 >µ2 >µ3 >µ4
Tabel 4.1. Data of Students Mathematics Learning Outcomes of SMAN 1 Kolaka on XI IPA(A1) (A2) (A3) (A4) Total45 55 70 65 23552 40 51 30 17360 65 60 55 24075 35 80 46 23655 75 55 70 25577 43 50 35 20580 90 70 65 30540 35 65 32 17265 48 72 40 22545 50 52 35 18266 38 65 53 22271 75 72 63 28142 60 53 69 22440 85 72 66 26372 47 60 57 23680 90 54 51 27553 55 55 52 21540 42 57 35 17457 72 56 60 24560 35 69 45 20980 56 71 30 23761 42 73 38 21452 67 57 70 24643 85 80 33 24155 30 55 35 175
n1 = 25 n2 = 25 n3 = 25 n4 = 25 N = 100
∑X1 = 1466 ∑X2 = 1415 ∑X3 = 1574 ∑X4 = 1230 ∑Xtot = 5685
∑X12= 90460 ∑X22= 88593 ∑X32= 101172 ∑ X42= 65322 ∑Xtot2= 345547
X 1 = 58,64 X 2 = 56,6 X 3 = 62,96 X 4 = 49,2 X tot= 56,85
Put into the following formulaCalculation:
JKtot =∑ Xtot2 = 345547
100
)5685( 2 = 22354,75 NX tot 2
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JKantarA=    NXnX totA A 22   
=          NXnXnXnXnX totA AA AA AA A 24 243 232 221 21  
= 251230251574251415251466 2222  - 03,247810056852 JKdal = JKtot─ JKantar = 22354,75 – 2478,03 = 19876,72  Atau
JKdal:   24251230251574251415251466345547 222222   AAtot nXX
  259580,7628,32567034554722 
A
A
tot
n
X
XdbA = a-1 = 4-1 = 3RJKantar = JKantar : dbantar = 2478,03: 3 = 826,01db dalam = N – a = 100-4 = 96RJKdal= JKdal : dbdal = 19876,72 : 96 = 207,05Fhitung = RJKantar : RJKdal = 826,01 : 207,05 = 3,99  look up to F table
Tabel 4.2. Summary Table of Variances Analysis to Testing the Hypothesis of 4 groups
Variation
sources JK db RJK Fh
Ftab decision5 % 1%antar A 2478,03 3 826,01 3,99 2,70 2,14 SignificantDalam 24 96 207,05 -- -- -- --Total 22354,75 99 -- -- -- -- --
Testing Decision:Based on the test result on table 3.3, the obtained value of Fhitung = 3,99 > Ftabel = 2,70 at thesignificant level < 05,0 , then 0H is denied and 1H is accepted. With the rejection of 0H itcan be concluded that “there is an impact of mathematics learning outcomes between thestudent that taught through Inquiry Learning Method (A1), Discovery Learning Method (A2),Problem Based Learning Method (A3), aand Group Investigation Learning Method (A4) on theclass XI IPA of SMA Negeri 1 Kolaka”If cost F significant, followed by simple effect test between cell using the t-shceffe formula asfollow.for n1 = n2 :
n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
21  , where the db t = db intern
for n1≠ n2:



 

21
21
11
nn
RJK
XX
t
dal
, where is db t = db intern
T-scheffe test: db t is equal to db intern = 96a.
n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
21  = t1-2 : 51,2
25
05,2072
6,5664,58 
x
t  significant
b.
n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
31  t1-3: 
25
05,2072
96,6264,58
x
t -5,31 non significant
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n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
41  t1-4: 
25
05,2072
2,4964,58
x
t 11,59 significant
d.
n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
32  t2-3: 
25
05,2072
96,626,56
x
t -7,81 non significant
e.
n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
42  t2-4: 
25
05,2072
2,496,56
x
t 9,09 significant
f.
n
RJK
XX
t
dal*2
43  t3-4: 
25
05,2072
2,4996,62
x
t 16, 90 significant
The Test Decision:a. Based on scheffe t test result, the obtained value of thitung in the amount of 2,51 > ttabel is 1,66at the significance level < 05,0 , then 0H is denied and 1H is accepted. With the denied of
0H then it can be concluded that “the average of students’ learning outcomes that taughtthrough Inquiry Learning Method (A1) is better than the average of students’ outcomes thattaught through Discovery Learning Method (A2)”b. Based on the schaffe t test result, the obtained value of thitung in the amount of -5,31 < ttabel is1,66 at the significance level < 05,0 , then 0H is accepted and 1H is denied. With theacception of 0H then it can be concluded that “the average of students’ math learningoutcomes that taught  through Inquiry Learning Method (A1)  is not better than the averageoutcomes of students that taught through Problem Based Learning (A3)”c. Based on the t test result, the obtained value of thitung in the amount of 11,59 > ttabel is 1,66 atthe significance level < 05,0 , then 0H iss denied and 1H is accepted. With the denied of
0H then it can be concluded that “the average of  students’ learning  outcomes that taughtthrough Inquiry Learning Method (A1) is better than the average of students’ outcomes thattaught through Group Investigation Learning Method (A4)”d. Based on the t test result, the obtained value of thitung in the amout of -7,81 <  ttabel is 1,66 atthe significance level < 05,0 , then 0H is accepted and 1H is denied. With the acception of
0H it can be concluded that “the average of the students’ math learning outcomes thattaught through Discovery Learning Method(A2) iss not better  than the average outcomes ofstudents that  that taught through Problem Based Learning Method (A3)”e. Based on the t test result, the obtained value of thitung in the amount of 9,09 > ttabel is 1,66 atthe significance level< 05,0 , then 0H is denied and 1H is accepted. With the denied of
0H so, it can be concluded that“the students’ math learning outcomes that taught throughDiscovery Learning Method (A2) is better than the average students’ outcomes that taughtthrough Group Investigaation Method (A4)”f. Based on the t test result, the obtained value of thitung in the amount of 16,90 > ttabel is 1,66 atthe significance level < 05,0 , then 0H is denied and 1H is accepted. With the denied of
0H ssso, it can be conclude that “the average of students’ math learning outcomes thattaught through Problem Based Learning (A3) is better than the average outcomes ofstudents that taught through Group Investigation Method(A4)”.
Students’ Error Analysis 01:Students do not know that the hypothesis testing in one-way analysis of variance is using the
Fisher Test statistic, where the test wants to see the four method of learning whether could
78 JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017gives an influence or not, so, the statistic hypothesis that suitable to use is the Two Tailed test.Where this  statistic test form as follow:H0 : µ1= µ2 = µ3= µ4H1 : µ1 >µ2 >µ3 >µ4The mistake occurs when formulating the hypothesis, in this case, the student 01 does not usethe word “significant” when formulating a research hypothesis. So it can be concluded thatstudent 01 made a conceptual mistake but in principle and verbally, the students’ answer iscorrect.
Analysis of Students’ Interview ResultThe analysis of students interview result aims to know more further and more detail about thedifficulties that faced by the students in solving the questions related with the one wayanalyssiss of variance in applied statistic. The main concerned mistakes aare conceptualmistake, principle mistake, and operation mistake.From the result of interviews on 3 students who become as the research subject is known thedifficulties faced by students along with the causal factors. For more details, it will ssshownthrough the following interview clips:
Student Interview 01Researcher : In order to solving the one way analysis of variances problem, which part isconsidered as the difficult one?!Student : There are some steps, sirReseacher : Named one of it, please!Student : Making the hypothesis formulation and statistical hypothesisResearcher : How come you said that?Mahasiswa : Sometime, the lecturer explain it too fastBased on the interview clip above, it shows that actually the student 01is already understandthe principle and verbal in solving problem, the student is only faced the error of conceptunderstanding.
Student Interview 02Researcher : In solving the question in one way analysis variances (one way anova) whichpart that you considered as the difficult one?Student : There are some steps, sirResearcher : Could you name it, please?Student : I’m still confuse about which step that must be finished first. Is it finding thequadrate total value or finding the value of quadrate number between variantand the value of intern quadrate numbers.Researcher : How could you said that?Student : Hometime the lecturer does not give the previous questions that related withone way analysis of variances (One Way Anova)Based on the interview clip above it can be seen that the student 02 actually already understoodabout concept and verbal in solving the question, the student facing the mistake inunderstanding the principle.
Students Interview 03researcher : in solving the question in one way analysis variances (one way anova) whichpart that you considered as the difficult one?Student : multiple comparison test, sirResearcher : please, named one if it.Student : determination of the formula that used in t-schefee testResearcher : how come you did not get it ?Student : sometime, the given question is different, so I did not noticed the number ofsamples, sir. So, I used the wrong formulaOn the interview above, it can be seen that the student 03 is actually understood the conceptand principle, the student is only having a mistake in understanding the verbal.
Analysis of Lecturer Interview ResultBased on the result of interview with the lecturer of applied statistic course, Mr. Tahir, S.Pd.,M.Sc, it found several things as follow:
JME/2.2; 66-80; November 2017 79From the result of interview obtained, it can be seen that the factor that makes the students ofMathematics Education of SembilanBelas November Univertisity on the 2013 class feels sodifficult in solving the questions of one way analysis of variance in applied statistics course isdue to the lack of students’ interest in learning. So that when studying the one way analysis ofvariance the student does not focusing on hiss attention on the material that being taught. Inaddition, the other factors that cause the students’ difficulties that is due to the lack of students’basic knowledge of mathematical statistic I and mathematical statistic II and a unadequatehandbook, and also the presence of fearness and embarrassment to ask .The efforts that have been done by lecturer in order to overcome the students’ difficulties insolving the question related to one way analysis of variences (one way anova) in appliedstatistic course, is: Lecturer tries to apply a better learning system in giving the material,convenient with the students condition in the classroom, so it can helps to increase the studentslearning interest. And also, lecturer asks to the students to work the question more oftenespecially that related to one way analysis of variances (one way anova), so in the future, theywill be able to make a good thesis which have a high difficult level of statistic.
2. DiscussionBased on data analysis about the students’ difficulty in solving one way analysis of variances(one way anova) on applied statistic course shows that lots of students that facing a problem inunderstanding the concept, understanding and applying, and do an  operation verbally. Fromthe observation result found that the lecturer does not activate more the students in thelearning process, and it caused many students that do not serious in following the lectures, sowhen lecturer gives the question, the students wwill having aa problem to finish it.Things that cause the students have some problems in solving the question is the lack oflearning interest in order to learn the applied statistic aand also the lack of students’understanding about the basic concept of mathematic statistic I and mathematic statistic II. Thebasic mathematic statistic that intended in this research is applied statistic concept thatsupposed to be mastery and can be applied by the students of class 2013 in solving the questionmatter because the basic concept of mathematic statistic I and mathematic statistic II wasalready learned before. As well as data centered size, size of data deployment, and the otheinferential analysis basis.The students’ difficulties in understanding the principle that found in this research is thestudent does not the rule or the formula that will used  to solving aa questiong matter, or thestudent not be able to apply the formula that was already known in finishing a question matter.The other difficulty that was found in this research is difficulty in doing algorithm that can beshown from the students’ answer which do not followed the procedure or steps in solving theformula of triangle in trigonometry, for example, a mistake in operation of multiplication anddivision in root form of fractional number.In order to overcome the students’ saturation then the lecturer should use the variative learningmethod. The implementing of variative learning method also can help the lecturer for moreskilled in teaching. Besides that, a feedback aand motivation are also very important to increasethe students’ interest in learning.From the result of assessment test, interview with the teacher and student shows that thefactors that make the students having a problem in solving the triangle formulas is the lack ofthe understanding of the basic concept of mathematic, the lack of students’ interst in learningmathematic, the presence of feaarness to ask even though they are not understand about thematerialThe effort that haad been done by the lecturer to overcome the students’ difficulty in solving thetriangel formulas in trigonometry such as: the lecturer tried to apply a better learning system intaught the material, convenient wwith the sstudents’ condition in the classroom and can help toincrease the students’ interest in learning. Also, the lecturer suggested the students to providethe worksheet so they can practice more often even though they are not in the lesssons hours.The Results of the mistake kinds that done by the students is shown in this following figure 1:
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Figure 1.Type error in solving the problem of one-way variance analysis
E. Conclusion
1. The difficulties that often experienced by the students in solving the one way analysis ofvariances  (one way anova) on applied statistic course is the difficulty in understanding theconcept and principle and it is difficult to apply and the concept and principle verbally, thisis shown from the result of percentage,descriptively the types of student error that of 34students there are 10 students with a percentage of 29,41% who made a conceptualmistake, whereas there are 22 students with a percentage of 64,71% who made a principlemistake, while a verbally  that done by 19 students is 64,71%.
2. Main factor that causing the student facing some difficulties in solving the triangel formulasin trigonometry, isa) The lack of students’ understanding on the besic concept of mathematic statistic I andmathematic statistic II which is very related to the one way analysis of variances (oneway anova) material in applied statistic course.b) The lack of students’ interest in learning the applied statistic is also very effect to thestudents’ ability in solving the question matter of one way analysis of variances (oneway anova).
3. The references book that owned by the students is inadequate.The efforts that have been done by lecturer in order to overcome the students’ difficulties insolving the question related to one way analysis of variences (one way anova) in appliedstatistic course, is: Lecturer tries to apply a better learning system in giving the material,convenient with the students condition in the classroom, so it can helps to increase thestudents learning interest. And also, lecturer asks to the students to work the question moreoften especially that related to one way analysis of variances (one way anova), so in thefuture, they will be able to make a good thesis which have a high difficult level of statistic.
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